
FXGlobe Welcomes Industry Veteran Adam
Harris as New Global Ambassador
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FXGlobe enhances trader education with

Adam Harris joining its ranks as a Global

Ambassador, leveraging his vast

experience in the industry to empower

traders.

LIMASSOL, CYPRUS, January 20, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- FXGlobe is

thrilled to welcome Adam Harris as

one of the company's new Global

Ambassadors. Adam is a seasoned

trader based in London, UK, who

brings a wealth of experience and

knowledge to the role. 

As an Ambassador, Adam's goal is to

empower traders with the knowledge

and tools necessary to succeed in the

fast-paced world of trading. He wants

to help traders develop the confidence

and skills to earn a secondary or

primary source of income through safe and effective trading. 

His teaching style focuses on trend trading, encouraging traders to pick one strategy and commit

Never attribute to malice

that which is adequately

explained by stupidity.”

– Hanlon’s razor

to completing 100 trades perfectly. He believes that

mastering a single strategy can increase traders' chances

of long-term success and profitability.

Adam's professional reputation is built on his extensive

experience in the trading industry. He began trading as a

way to have more control over his financial future—and no

earnings ceiling. Employing compounding wherever possible can produce income increases

throughout the year. He currently trades multi-accounts for select clients or private businesses

in the UK.
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Adam is certified for Anti-Money Laundering for

Investment Firms and holds the CFA Institute

Investment Foundations certification. He is a

member of the prestigious Society of Technical

Analysts (STA), which demonstrates his dedication to

staying up-to-date with the latest industry

developments.

In his free time, Adam likes to travel, and experience

different cultures’ cuisine and history. Some of his

favorite destinations include the Maldives, Cape

Town, Spain, Isreal, and the US. A look at his social

media will show him trading from the ski slopes in

France to the beaches of Ibiza with his fiancé. 

Adam's favorite financial instrument is S&P500, and

he speaks English, some Afrikaans, and broken

Spanish. His favorite quote, known as Hanlon’s

razor, reflects his pragmatic and analytical approach

to trading: "Never attribute to malice that which is

adequately explained by stupidity."

Adam goes to great pains to avoid believing in

baseless conspiracies and

misinformation—something he believes is on the

rise and contributes to many people’s suffering and misery.

As an Ambassador, Adam will be sharing his insights and expertise with FXGlobe traders and

helping them navigate the complex world of trading. He will be providing valuable information

and guidance through webinars, seminars, and other educational resources. 

His ideal hope is to spare newer traders avoidable pains wherever possible. Pay attention and

you should become a more consistent trader faster.

Adam believes that trading is a learnable skill, much like learning a new language, musical

instrument, or professional sport, but learning the right things first is absolutely crucial. 

We are excited to have Adam on board and look forward to the valuable contributions he will

make to our community of traders.

Contact:

FXGlobe

Email: info@fxglobe.com



Website: www.fxglobe.com

Note to editors: For more information, news, and perspectives from FXGlobe, please visit the

FXGlobe Community at fxglobe.io/community. Web links, telephone numbers, and titles were

correct at time of publication, but may have changed. For additional assistance, journalists and

analysts may contact FXGlobe's corporate communications team at info@fxglobe.com
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